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CREDITS   
 
This test survey is part of the Discover Abitibi Initiative, a regional cluster economic development 
project based on geoscientific investigations of the western Abitibi greenstone belt.  FedNor, 
Northern Ontario Heritage Fund Corporation and private sector investors have provided funding 
for the initiative.  Project management was performed by the Timmins Economic Development 
Corporation. 
 
List of accountabilities and responsibilities: 
• Timmins Economic Development Corporation (TEDC) – overall project management 
• Robert Calhoun, Project Manager, Discover Abitibi Initiative – contract management, project 

management 
• Laurie Reed, L.E. Reed Geophysical Consultant Inc., quality assurance and quality control 
• Fugro Airborne Surveys, Ottawa, Ontario - data acquisition and data compilation 
 
The mineral rights for the Reid-Mahaffy Test Site is presently held directly, or through joint 
venture, by Falconbridge Limited EXPLORATION, Timmins, Ontario.  MNDM gratefully 
acknowledges the assistance and co-operation of Falconbridge Limited, EXPLORATION, 
Timmins, Ontario.   
 
The details within this report specific to the Reid-Mahaffy Test Site were obtained from the 
Reid-Mahaffy Miscellaneous Release MRD-55. 
 

DISCLAIMER 
 
To enable the rapid dissemination of information, this digital data has not received a technical 
edit. Every possible effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information provided; 
however, the Ontario Ministry of Northern Development and Mines does not assume any 
liability or responsibility for errors that may occur.  Users may wish to verify critical 
information. 
 

CITATION 
 
Information from this publication may be quoted if credit is given.  It is recommended that 
reference be made in the following form: 
 
Ontario Geological Survey 2003. Airborne magnetic and electromagnetic surveys, Reid-Mahaffy 
Airborne Geophysical Test Site Survey; Ontario Geological Survey, Geophysical Data Set – 
1045. 
 

1) INTRODUCTION 
 
In early 2003, the TEDC commenced an ambitious program of airborne magnetic and 
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electromagnetic surveys as part of the Discover Abitibi initiative. The project involved more than 
23,000 line-km of data acquisition. 
 
The TEDC was charged with the responsibility to manage the project. The TEDC acted on the 
advice of Discover Abitibi initiative sub-committees concerning the mineral industry needs and 
priorities.  Various criteria were assessed, including: 

• commodities and deposit types sought 
• prospectivity of the geology 
• state of the local mining industry and infrastructure 
• existing, available data 
• mineral property status. 

 
The airborne survey contract was awarded through a Request for Proposal and Contractor 
Selection process. The system and contractor selected for the survey were judged on many criteria, 
including the following: 

• applicability of the proposed system to the local geology and potential deposit types 
• aircraft capabilities and safety plan 
• experience with similar surveys 
• QA/QC plan 
• capacity to acquire the data and prepare final products in the allotted time 
• price-performance. 

 
Purpose of a Test Site: 
Search for Archean bedrock conductors in parts of Ontario have been hindered by conductive 
overburden, particularly in parts of the Abitibi greenstone belt.  In addition, conductors are 
known to exist at different depths in the bedrock.  Resolution of subtle or deeper conductors 
represents an exploration opportunity especially if these conductors have not been well imaged 
in the past.   
 
The Reid-Mahaffy Test Site served: 

a) to demonstrate that the airborne geophysical system was operational; 
b) as a calibration site if a new system component was added to a configuration during 

the Discover Abitibi surveys; 
c) verify certain system specifications, for the geological “experiment” contained in the 

test site. 
 

Use of calibration test sites is standard practice for many Government-funded magnetic and 
radiometric geophysical surveys, for example those established by the Geological Survey of 
Canada. No comparable site existed in the public domain for electromagnetic systems. In the 
past, defined conductors at such Ontario locations as Cavendish Township, Nighthawk Lake and 
Prosser Township have been used for testing purposes. However, MNDM sought a site with a 
broader range of electromagnetic responses, at different depths below surface, within a more 
complex bedrock and surficial geological setting. 
 
After a brief but intense search, a site located in Reid and Mahaffy townships, north of Timmins, 
Ontario, was selected (Figure 1 and 2). It offers good access from the Timmins airport. The site 
had already been used by Falconbridge Limited to test airborne electromagnetic systems. The 
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mineral claims for the site are held by Falconbridge Limited outright or in joint venture with its 
partners.  Their offer to use this area as a test and calibration site was accepted and is gratefully 
acknowledged by the Ontario Geological Survey. 
 

 
Figure 1: Reid-Mahaffy Test Site area. 
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The Reid-Mahaffy Airborne Geophysical Test Site offers an array of electromagnetic sources 
that can be used to evaluate the capabilities of an electromagnetic system, particularly for 
glaciated Archean granite-greenstone terrains in Canada. These include: 
• a variety of typical Abitibi metavolcanic, metasedimentary and intrusive units; 
• a broad depth range of discrete bedrock conductors, from near-surface to ~200 m; 
• a broad conductance range for discrete bedrock conductors, from weak to strong; 
• closely spaced, discrete bedrock conductors, to test lateral resolution; and 
• some variation in the conductivity and thickness of the overburden. 
 
Use of the Test Site Data: 
The TEDC has not used the Test Site results to critically endorse one airborne geophysical system 
over another.  That is an inappropriate use of the Test Site data. 
 
As at any small site, the responses will not allow for an exhaustive evaluation of a system for all 
targets, host rock and overburden conditions. However, the site does provide a reasonable 
comparison of a system’s relative strengths and weaknesses for geological conditions similar to 
those of the Test Site, which should be incorporated in the interpretation of its data. 
 

2) THE TEST FLIGHTS 
 
As part of the Discover Abitibi Initiative, the airborne survey system contracted for the project 
was required to fly a survey over the Reid-Mahaffy Airborne Geophysical Test Site.  
 
The flight lines are spaced 200 metres apart, the standard for MNDM airborne electromagnetic 
surveys. The direction of flight for each line is specified to simplify the comparison of responses, 
particularly for electromagnetic systems with asymmetric transmitter-receiver geometries. The 
flying height was specified as the nominal survey height of the electromagnetic receiver bird. 
 
In addition to flying the flight lines and tie lines as shown, line 40 was selected for two 
additional tests: 
• it was flown in the opposite direction to test the asymmetry of the responses; and 
• it was flown at a range of additional heights (75, 100, 125, 150 and 200 m) to test the 

attenuation in the amplitude and lateral resolution of the electromagnetic responses with 
increasing height. 

The latter test could give a gross estimate of penetration and resolution with depth, although true 
geology is often not well-simulated by a layer of air. 
 
The specific flight plan is provided below, and could be used for future test surveys. The 
coordinates are specified in the Universal Transverse Mercator projection (zone 17N) and 
NAD27 datum (NTV2 local datum). 
 
The contractor flew sixteen N-S oriented traverse lines, from 5 400 300 N to 
5 405 600 N, as follows: 
 459 500 E, from N to S (line 10); 
 459 700 E, from S to N (line 20); 
 459 900 E, from N to S (line 30); 
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 460 100 E, from S to N (line 40); 
 460 300 E, from N to S (line 50); 
 460 500 E, from S to N (line 60); 
 460 700 E, from N to S (line 70); 
 460 900 E, from S to N (line 80); 
 461 100 E, from N to S (line 90); 
 461 300 E, from S to N (line 100); 
 461 500 E, from N to S (line 110); 
 461 700 E, from S to N (line 120); 
 461 900 E, from N to S (line 130); 
 462 100 E, from S to N (line 140); 
 462 300 E, from N to S (line 150); and 
 462 500 E, from S to N (line 160). 
 
In addition, the contractor flew four E-W oriented tie lines, from 459 500 E to 
462 500 E, as follows: 
 5 400 700 N, from W to E (line 9010); 
 5 402 200 N, from E to W (line 9020); 
 5 403 700 N, from W to E (line 9030); and 
 5 405 200 N, from E to W (line 9040). 
 
In addition, the system flew line 40 (460 100 E), from 5 400 300 N to 
5 405 600 N, as follows: 
 N to S, EM bird at 70 m or 56 m above terrain; 
 S to N, EM bird at 75 m above terrain; 
 S to N, EM bird at 100 m above terrain; 
 S to N, EM bird at 125 m above terrain; 
 S to N, EM bird at 150 m above terrain; and 
 S to N, EM bird at 200 m above terrain. 
 

3) GEOLOGICAL DATA 
 
The published geology for the area (Figure 2) was extracted from the digital version of Ayer and 
Trowell (1998). It is located in the Abitibi Subprovince, immediately east of the Mattagami River 
Fault. The area is underlain by Archean (~2.7 b.y.) mafic to intermediate metavolcanic rocks in the 
south, and felsic to intermediate metavolcanic rocks in the north, with a roughly an east-west-
striking stratigraphy. Narrow horizons of chemical metasedimentary rocks and felsic metavolcanic 
rocks have been mapped, as well as a mafic to ultramafic intrusive suite to the southeast. North-
northwest-striking Proterozoic diabase dykes are evident from the historical aeromagnetic data. 
Copper and lead-zinc vein/replacement and stratabound, volcanic-hosted massive sulphide (VMS) 
mineralization occurs in the immediate vicinity.  The Kidd Creek VMS deposit occurs to the 
southeast of the Test Site. 
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Figure 2: Geology of the Reid-Mahaffy test site. 
 

4) AIRCRAFT, EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL 
 
Aircraft and Geophysical On-Board Equipment 
 
Aircraft: DeHavilland DHC-7EM  (Dash-7) turbo-prop (MEGATEM®  
 II system) 
 
Operator: FUGRO AIRBORNE SURVEYS 
 
Registrations: C-GJPI 
 
Survey Speed: 125 knots / 145 mph / 65m/sec. 
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Magnetometer:                                    Scintrex CS-2 single cell cesium vapour, towed-bird 
installation, sensitivity of 0.01 nT, sampling rate = 0.1 sec., 
ambient range 20,000 to 100,000 nT.  The general noise 
envelope was kept below 0.4 nT.  Nominal sensor height of 
75 metres above ground. 

 
Electromagnetic system:  MEGATEM® II multicoil system 

C-GJPI 
     Transmitter: vertical axis loop of 406 m² 
       number of turns: 5 

nominal height above ground of 120 metres 
current of 710 amperes 
dipole moment of 1.44 x 106 Am² 

Receiver : multicoil system (x, y and z) with a final 
 recording rate of 4 samples/second, for the 
 recording of 20 channels of x, y and z-coil 
 data; nominal height above ground of  70
 metres, placed 128 m behind the centre of the 
 transmitter loop 

       Base frequency: 90 Hz 
       Pulse width:  2280 µs 
       Pulse delay:  100 µs 
       Off-time:  3175 µs 
       Point value:  43.4 µs 
       Window mean delay times in  

milliseconds from the end of the pulse  
       channel 1: -2.018 channel 11: 0.825 
       channel 2: -1.540 channel 12: 0.998 
       channel 3: -0.976 channel 13: 1.193 
       channel 4: -0.411 channel 14: 1.410 
       channel 5: 0.022 channel 15: 1.627 
       channel 6: 0.173 channel 16: 1.844 
       channel 7: 0.260 channel 17: 2.083 
       channel 8: 0.369 channel 18: 2.344 
       channel 9: 0.499 channel 19: 2.647 
       channel 10: 0.651 channel 20: 3.038 
           
Digital Acquisition:   FUGRO AIRBORNE SURVEYS GEODAS 
 

Analogue Recorder:   RMS GR-33, showing the total magnetic field at 2 vertical  
scales, the radar and barometric altimeters, the time-constant  
filtered traces of the db/dt and B-field x and z-coil channels 
10, 13, 18 and the on-time x-coil channel 1, the raw traces of 
the db/dt and b-field x and z-coil channel 20, the EM 
primary field, the power line monitor, the 4th  difference of 
the magnetics, the x-coil earth's field and fiducials 
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Barometric Altimeter: Rosemount 1241M, sensitivity 1 foot, 1 sec. recording 
      interval 
 

Radar Altimeter: King KRA405, accuracy 2%, sensitivity one foot, range 0 to 
2,500 feet, 1 sec. recording interval 

 
Camera:    Panasonic colour video, super VHS, model WV-CL302 
 
Electronic Navigation:  Novatel Propak 4E-315R, 1 sec recording interval, with a 

resolution of 0.00001 degree and an accuracy of ±10m. Real 
time differential correction was provided by Omnistar. 

 
 

Base Station Equipment 

 

Magnetometer:   Scintrex CS-2 single cell cesium vapour, mounted in a 
magnetically quiet area, measuring the total intensity of the  
earth's magnetic field in units of 0.01 nT at intervals of 0.5  
second, within a noise envelope of 0.40 nT 

 
GPS Receiver: Novatel, measuring all GPS channels, for up to 10 satellites 
 
 
Field Office Equipment 
 

Computers:    Dell Inspiron 8000 Pentium III laptop with 30 GB hard drive 
     Dell Inspiron 7500 Pentium III laptop with 20 GB hard drive 
 

Printer:     Canon bubblejet printer BJC-85. 
 

DAT Tape Drive:   DDS-90 4 mm 
 
DVD writer Drive: DVD +R format. 
 

Hard Drive:    8 GB Removable hard drive 
 
 
Field Personnel  
 
The following personnel were on-site during the acquisition program.  
 
Brenda Sharp         Senior Geophysicist 
David Murray                    Data Processor 
Melanie Carriere        Data Processor 
Suraiya Laloo         Data Processor 
Jorn Gronset Senior pilot 
Bruce Waines Senior pilot 
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Doug Mitchell Pilot 
Nick Craig Aircraft engineer 
Sean Dinel  Aircraft engineer 
Craig Beattie Aircraft engineer 
Al Proulx Senior Electronics technician & Crew Chief 
Kent Gorling Junior Electronics technician 
 
The above personnel were responsible for the operation and data handling from the aircraft.  All 
personnel were employees and contractors of Fugro Airborne Surveys.  
  

5) DATA COMPILATION AND PROCESSING 
 
Personnel 
 
The following personnel were involved in the compilation of data and creation of the final 
products: 
 
 Michael Pearson Manager of the Compilation Department 
 Don Skubiski Senior Data Processor 
 David Murray Data Processor  
 
Projection description 
 

Datum: NAD83 
Projection: UTM (Zone 17N) 
Central Meridian: 81° West 
False Northing: 0 m 
False Easting: 500,000 m 
Scale factor: 0.9996 

 
Processing of Base Station data 
 
The recorded magnetic diurnal base station data is reformatted and loaded into the OASIS 
database. After initial verification of the integrity of the data from statistical analysis, the 
appropriate portion of the data is selected to correspond to the exact start and end time of the 
flight. The data is then checked and corrected for spikes using a fourth difference editing routine.  
Following this, interactive editing of the data is done, via a graphic editing tool, to remove events 
caused by man-made disturbances. A small running average filter equivalent to less than 8 sec 
was applied.  The final processing step consists of extracting the long wavelength component of 
the diurnal signal through low pass filtering, to be subtracted from the airborne magnetic data as 
a pre-leveling step. 
 
Processing of the Positioning Data  (GPS) 
 
The raw GPS data from both the mobile (aircraft) and base station are recovered. Using C3NAV 
software (differential correction software, written by the University of Calgary), positions are 
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initially recalculated from the recorded raw range data in flight. Post-flight recalculation of the 
fixes from the raw ranges rather than using the fixes which are recorded directly in flight, 
improves on the final accuracy, as it eliminates possible time tag errors that can result during the 
real-time processing required to get from the range data to the fixes directly within the receiver.  
Differential corrections are then applied to the aircraft fixes using the recorded base station data.  
A point to point speed calculation is then done from the final X, Y coordinates and reviewed as 
part of the quality control.  The flight data is then cut back to the proper survey line limits and a 
preliminary plot of the flight path is done and compared to the planned flight path to verify the 
navigation.  The positioning data is then exported to the other processing files.  
 
Processing of the Altimeter data 
 
The altimeter data, which includes the radar altimeter, the barometric altimeter and the GPS 
elevation values, after differential corrections, are checked and corrected for spikes using a fourth 
difference editing routine.  During periods of poor satellite visibility, which may affect the 
resolution of the GPS elevation values, the barometric altimeter data is available to bridge over the 
bad segments. Following this, a digital terrain trace is computed by subtracting the radar altimeter 
values from the differentially corrected GPS elevation values.  All resulting parameters are then 
checked, in profile form, for integrity and consistency, using a graphic viewing editor. 
 
Following this the final levelling process is undertaken.  This consists of applying a micro-
levelling technique developed in-house to remove residual errors from the digital terrain grid. 
 
Processing of Magnetic data 
 
The data is reformatted and loaded into an Oasis MontajTM database.  After initial verification of 
the data by statistical analysis, the values are adjusted for system lag.  The data is then checked 
and corrected for any spikes using a fourth difference editing routine and inspected on the screen 
using a graphic profile display. Interactive editing, if necessary, is done at this stage. Following 
this, the long wavelength component of the diurnal is subtracted from the data as a pre-leveling 
step.  A preliminary grid of the values is then created and verified for obvious problems, such as 
errors in positioning or bad diurnal.  Appropriate corrections are then applied to the data, as 
required.  The International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) is then calculated from the 
2000 model year, for this survey, extrapolated to 2003.38 at the survey elevation and removed 
from the corrected values. 
 
Following this, the final leveling process is undertaken.  This consists of calculating the positions 
of the control points (intersections of lines and tie lines), calculating the magnetic differences at 
the control points and applying a series of leveling corrections to reduce the misclosures.  A new 
grid of the values is then created and checked for residual errors.  Any gross errors detected are 
corrected and the leveling process repeated, otherwise residual errors are normally within the 
base contour interval and easily removed directly from the gridded values using a microlevelling 
technique developed in-house. 
 
A “final” magnetic channel is provided.  This magnetic field is gridded using the minimum 
curvature algorithm. 
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GSC Levelling of Magnetic Data 
 
The final magnetic data is levelled to the 200 metre Ontario Master Aeromagnetic grid.  This 
levelling process begins by upward continuing the final magnetic grid to 305 metres, the nominal 
terrain clearance of the Ontario Master grid.  A difference grid is then created between the 
upward continued grid and the Ontario Master grid.  A non-linear filter with a wavelength of 15 
to 20 kilometres is applied to the difference grid both along and orthogonal to the flight line 
direction.  A second non-linear filter with a wavelength of 2 to 5 kilometres is applied to the 
difference grid both along and orthogonal to the flight line direction.  A final low pass filter with 
a cut off wavelength of approximately 25 kilometres is applied to the non-linear filtered grid.  
The resultant filtered grid is used to obtain correction values to be applied to the final magnetic 
channel to produce the final GSC levelled magnetic channel.  This GSC levelled magnetic field 
is gridded using the minimum curvature algorithm. 
 
The following GSC levelling parameters were used for the Reid- Mahaffy test survey: 
 Distance to upward continue:   230 metres 
 First pass non-linear filter length:   15,000 metres 
 Second pass non-linear filter length:   2,000 metres 
 Low pass filter cut-off wavelength:   15,000 metres 
 
Second Vertical Derivative of the Residual Magnetics 
 
The grid of the GSC levelled magnetic field values is then used as input to create the second 
vertical derivative.  The second vertical derivative values are computed using a fast Fourier 
transform, combining the transfer functions of the second vertical derivative and an eighth-order 
Butterworth low-pass filter (200 metre cut-off wavelength).  The low pass is aimed at attenuating 
unwanted high frequencies enhanced by the derivative operator. 
 
Processing of the Electromagnetic Data 
 
The data is reformatted and loaded into the Oasis MontajTM database.  After initial verification of 
the data by statistical analysis, the values are then adjusted for system lag.  The next step is to 
check and correct each individual channel for system drift.  This is done with the data in flight 
form, incorporating the pre and post flight high altitude background segments for zero signal 
reference.  The response from each channel is viewed in profile form, using a graphic viewing tool, 
and the regions of background minima checked against the high altitude background segments.  
Drift problems noted are directly corrected using the interactive editing functions available from 
the graphic viewing tool.  These corrections are either of a DC offset nature, a linear tilt or a gently 
varying (low order) polynomial function.  Once corrected for drift, the baseline values for each 
individual channel allow calculation of any derived product, such as the decay constant or the 
conductance, free of errors.  However, minor differences in the baseline level, of a magnitude less 
than the original noise level, may still exist in the data from one survey line to the next such that 
the EM channels, at this point, should not be considered to be of “image quality”.  To achieve this, 
final levelling of the individual channels on a line to line basis is required. This additional 
processing step is normally only applied to selected channels, if these are required as a final 
gridded image or map product. Such a requirement was not within the scope of the present project.  
However, during the processing of the data, at the prompting of L.E. Reed, some additional 
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levelling was applied to EM channels 11 and 18.  The results of this additional levelling were 
provided as grids only. 
 
Following the correction for drift, spheric events in the data are isolated and removed through a 
decay analysis of each transient.  Erroneous decays, not associated with power lines, are 
identified during this process and removed by interpolation. 
 
Corrections are made for low frequency, incoherent noise elements in the data, by analyzing the 
decay patterns.  This is followed by the application of a small median filter aimed at removing 
events of a 1 second period. 
 
The final low pass noise filtering is done using an adaptive filter technique based on time domain 
triangular operators.  Using a 2nd difference value to identify changes in gradient along each 
channel, minimal filtering (3 point convolution) is applied over the peaks of the anomalies, 
ranging in set increments up to a maximum amount of filtering in the resistive background areas 
(27 points for both the x-coil and the z-coil data). 
 
Calculation of the Decay Constant 
 
Calculation of the decay constant (also known as tau) is done by fitting the data from the 
appropriate off-time channels (mapping the decay transient) to a single exponential function of 
the form: 
 
                           Y = Ae-t/τ 

 
where A = the amplitude at time zero, t = time is seconds and τ is the decay constant.  
 
A semi-log plot of this exponential function will be displayed as a straight line, the slope of which 
will reflect the rate of decay and therefore the strength of the conductor.  A slow rate of decay, 
reflecting high conductance, will be represented by a high decay constant value.  The response was 
calculated from channels 8 to 20 (586 to 11415 µsec after turn-off).  This is done from both the 
db/dt X and Z coil channels. 
 
As a single parameter, the decay constant provides more useful information than the amplitude 
data of any given single channel, as it indicates not only the peak of the response but also the 
relative strength of the conductor. Also, unlike any quantitative value derived from the data, such 
as conductance or resistivity, the decay constant is the expression of a simple mathematical 
function which is model independent, such that it is a truer representation of the data.  The only 
disadvantage of this parameter is that, in order to get a reliable fit of the data to the exponential 
function, a minimum amount of signal above the background is required.  In essence, this means 
that the decay constant will effectively map features of moderate to high conductance, but 
weaker, more resistive features will best be defined by the apparent conductance or resistivity 
calculation.   
 
Calculation of the Apparent Conductance 
 
Both conductance (i.e. conductivity-thickness product) and resistivity values can be derived from 
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TDEM data.  However, since electromagnetic surveys, conducted for the purposes of base 
mineral exploration, have for their prime objective the definition of conductors, it is generally 
better to display the data as “conductance” as opposed to “resistivity”.  Regions of high 
resistivity correspond to low conductive background areas, which are less significant than the 
resistivity lows that actually identify conductors.  For this reason, preference was to provide the 
apparent conductance. 
 
The apparent conductance values are derived from the full 20 channels (on-time and off-time) of 
the combined db/dt X and Z coil data, fitted to either a horizontal thin sheet or a homogeneous 
half-space model, as dictated by the geology.  The introduction of the on-time data into the 
calculation extends the resolution of the system at the resistive limit by approximately 2 or 3 
orders of magnitude, allowing conductivities to be mapped from 10-5 to 103 siemens  
(100,000 to 0.001 ohm-metres). For the present data set, the horizontal thin sheet model was 
used in fitting the resulting conductance values, stored in siemens. 
 
The conductivity-thickness-product is not unique.  The ability to define the thickness of a 
conductive layer is related to the skin depth which itself is a function of the conductivity of the 
material and its thickness (e.g. 100 metres of 3 siemens/metre material will have the same 
conductance as 10 metres of 30 siemens/metre material).  So, from the calculated conductance, 
the conductivity of a material can only be estimated if the thickness of the layer is known. 
 
EM Anomaly Selection 
 
EM anomalies are selected and stored in the database. An automatic routine locates all the 
anomaly peaks from a reference channel and fits off-time data, that has been normalized to parts 
per million (PPM), to a vertical plate model in order to derive the conductivity-thickness-product 
and the depth to the top of the conductor.  The conversion of unnormalized units (picoteslas per 
second) to PPM is obtained using the following formula: 
 
    PPM = { ( X x A x G ) / V } x 106 
 
where X = the unnormalized units, A = the area of the receiver coil (180 m2), G = the receiver 
gain (200 for MEGATEM® II), and V = half the receiver peak to peak voltage (pV) as obtained 
from the reference waveform. 
 
The initial EM anomaly selection is reviewed interactively, by an experienced interpreter, using 
a graphic viewing/editing tool where the anomaly selections are checked against a multi-channel 
profile display of the data.  Corrections are made (erroneous selections deleted and missing ones 
added) and the selected anomalies are classified as to their possible source (surficial, bedrock or 
culture).  The resulting anomaly selection is then checked with the magnetic signature and other 
derived EM parameters (decay constant and conductance) for geological significance and a final 
revision made.  Base map information and the flight video tapes are also checked, during this 
process, to help in the final sorting between man-made responses and geological sources. 
 
Note on the B-Field Data  
 
One thing to note is the data units for the B-Field data, delivered in femtoteslas (fT) and how 
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these compare to the regular dB/dt data, delivered in picoteslas per second (pT/s). After standard 
processing, the resolution (mean noise envelope) of the dB/dt data is approximately 1200 – 2000 
pT/s. The corresponding resolution of the B-Field data, after regular processing is approximately 
2500-4000 fT or 2.5 – 4.0 picoteslas. So the amplitude ratio, based on the residual noise levels 
after processing, of B-Field over dB/dt is approximately 2:1. This is an important factor when 
trying to image or display the data. 
 
The introduction of the B-Field data stream, as part of the MEGATEM® II system, provides the 
explorationist with a more effective tool for exploration in a broader range of geological 
environments and for a larger class of target priorities. The advantage of the B-Field data 
compared with the normal voltage data (dB/dt) are as follows: 
 

- a broader range of target conductances that the system is sensitive to (the B-
Field is sensitive to bodies with conductances as great as 100,000 siemens) 

- enhancement of the slowly decaying response of good conductors 
- suppression of rapidly decaying response of less conductive overburden 
- reduction in the effect of sferics on the data 
- an enhanced ability to interpret anomalies due to conductors below thick 

conductive overburden 
- reduced dynamic range of the measured response (easier data processing and 

display). 
 
Figures 3 and 4 display the calculated vertical plate response of a MEGATEM® II signal for the 
dB/dt and B-Field respectively. For the dB/dt response, the amplitude of the early channel peaks 
are about 25 siemens and the late channel peaks are about 100 siemens. As the conductance 
exceeds 1000 siemens the response curves quickly roll back into the noise level. For the B-Field 
response, the early channel amplitude peaks at about 80 siemens and the late channel at about 
200 siemens. The projected extension of the graph in the direction of increasing conductance, 
where the response would roll back into the noise level, is close to 100,000 siemens. So, a strong 
conductor, having a conductance of several thousand siemens, would be difficult to interpret on 
the dB/dt data, since the response would be mixed in with the background noise. However, this 
strong conductor would stand out clearly on the B-Field data, although it would have an unusual 
character, being a moderate to high amplitude response, exhibiting almost no decay. 
 

Figure 3. Vertical plate response – dB/dt Figure 4. Vertical plate response –B-field 
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In theory, the response from a super conductor (50,000 to 100,000 siemens) would be seen on 
the B-Field data as a low amplitude, non-decaying anomaly, not visible in the off-time channels 
of the dB/dt stream. Caution must be exercised here, as this signature can also reflect a residual 
noise event in the B-Field data. In this situation, careful examination of the dB/dt on-time (in-
pulse) data is required to resolve the ambiguity. If the feature is strictly a noise event, then being 
absent in the dB/dt off-time data stream would locate the response at the resistive limit and the 
mid on-pulse channel (normally identified as channel 3) would reflect little but background 
noise, or at best a weak negative peak. If, on the other hand, the feature does indeed reflect a 
superconductor, then this would locate the response at the inductive limit. In this situation, the 
on-time response of the dB/dt stream would mirror the transmitted pulse, giving rise to a large 
negative response in the mid on-pulse channel (normally identified as channel 3). 
 
Discussion on filtering and gridding  
 
The design of all filter parameters is controlled by power spectra analysis and by testing on 
selected portions of the data and graphically viewing the results pre and post filtering, to ensure 
that the full resolution of the geological signal is preserved while minimising the non-geological 
signal. 
 
Routinely three different gridding algorithms are used: a modified Akima spline routine for 
regular gridding; a linear routine, for gridding of parameters limited to a constant background 
value, to prevent “overshoots”; and a minimum curvature routine, usually for undersampled data.  
The minimum curvature gridding is used on this project for the magnetic data to better represent 
small, single line features in the data which are not adequately sampled by the 200 metre line 
spacing. The linear routine is used for the gridding of the x and z decay constants, and the Akima 
spline routine is used for the gridding of the apparent conductance and the digital terrain model.  
 
Gridding is normally done by interpolating the data at right angles to the line direction. 
Geological features which are orthogonal to the survey line direction will be best represented in 
this manner, but features which trend at an oblique angle to the line direction will often be poorly 
represented, appearing as broken-up segments.  
  
Fixed-wing TDEM systems exhibit an asymmetry in the response due to the system’s geometry 
(i.e. physical separation between the transmitter loop and the receiver coils). The amount of 
asymmetry in the response also varies with the geometry of the conductor itself.  A system lag 
correction is applied during the processing to align the responses, from one survey line to the 
next, over narrow vertical conductors, such that these will be displayed as straight axes.  
However, this will leave the edges of broad flat-lying conductors displaying a line-to-line 
oscillation or “herringbone” pattern.  This, in itself, is a useful interpretation aid, as it helps to 
distinguish between vertical and flat-lying conductors but as a regional mapping presentation, it 
presents an unappealing image.  This asymmetry, associated with the edges of flat-lying 
conductors, can be removed by applying a de-corrugation technique directly to the gridded 
values. This step is often referred to as “de-herringboning”.  The filter used is typically a 15 
point triangular applied directly to the grid. All final EM grids are prepared in both the regular 
and “de-herringboned” versions, for comparison. The de-herringboned grids are used for the map 
presentation. 
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6) FINAL PRODUCTS 
 
Profile databases 
 
• EM and Magnetic database at 5 samples/sec in both Geosoft® GDB and ASCII format 
 
EM anomaly database 
 
• EM anomaly database in both Geosoft® GDB and ASCII CSV format 
 
Data grids 
 
Geosoft® data grids, in both GRD and GXF formats, provided in NAD83 and NAD27 datums of 
the following parameters: 

• Digital Terrain Model 
• Residual Magnetic Intensity (regular gridding) 
• Second Vertical Derivative of Magnetics (regular gridding) 
• EM X-Coil Decay Constant (regular grid) 
• EM X-Coil Decay Constant (de-herringboned grid) 
• EM Z-Coil Decay Constant (regular grid) 
• EM Z-Coil Decay Constant (de-herringboned grid) 
• Apparent Conductance (regular grid) 
• Apparent Conductance (de-herringboned grid) 
• EM X-Coil Channel 11 (regular grid) 
• EM X-Coil Channel 11 (de-herringboned grid) 
• EM X-Coil Channel 18 (regular grid) 
• EM X-Coil Channel 18 (de-herringboned grid) 
 

GeoTIFF images of the entire survey block 
 

• Colour residual magnetics on a planimetric base 
• Colour shaded relief of second vertical derivative of magnetics on a planimetric base 
• Colour de-herringboned EM X-coil decay constant on a planimetric base 
• Colour de-herringboned apparent conductance on a planimetric base 

 
DXF vector files of the entire survey block  
 

• Flight path 
• EM anomaly locations 
• Residual magnetic field contours 
• De-herringboned EM X-coil decay constant contours 
• De-herringboned apparent conductance contours 

 
Halfwave files 
 
These are compressed ASCII files.  These files contain the 384 points of the TDEM waveform, 
stacked to 4 Hz sampling, for the four components T (transmitted electromagnetic field), X (X-
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component of the secondary electromagnetic field), Y (Y-component of the secondary 
electromagnetic field) and Z (Z-component of the secondary electromagnetic field). Note that for 
the 90 Hz frequency, the waveform is only defined by the first 128 points. The remaining 256 
points are simply filled with zeroes. 
 
Waveform parameter table files 
 
These are the TDEM reference waveform files delivered as standard ASCII text files, one for each 
survey flight.  These files provide information on the system geometry, the window (channel) 
positions, the conversion factors and the waveform itself. 
 
Project report 
 
Provided in both WORD®97 and Adobe® PDF formats. 
 

7) QUALITY ASSURANCE AND QUALITY CONTROL 
 
Quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC) were undertaken by the survey contractor (Fugro 
Airborne Surveys), and by L.E. Reed Geophysical Consultant Inc. Stringent QA/QC is emphasized 
throughout the project so that the optimal geological signal is measured, archived and presented.  
 
Survey Contractor 
 
Important checks are required during the data acquisition stage to ensure that the data quality is 
kept within the survey specifications. The following lists in detail the standard data quality checks 
that were performed during the course of the survey. 
Daily quality control  
 
 Navigation data 
 

• The differentially corrected GPS flight track is recovered and matched against the 
theoretical flight path to ensure that any deviations are within the specifications (i.e. 
deviations not greater than 33% from the nominal line spacing over a 3 km distance). 

 
• All altimeter data (radar, barometric and GPS elevation) is checked for consistency 

and deviations in terrain clearance were monitored closely.  The survey is flown in a 
smooth drape fashion maintaining a nominal terrain clearance of 120 metres, 
whenever possible. Altitude corrections are done in a smoothly controlled manner, 
rather than forcing the return to nominal, to avoid excessive motion of the towed-bird 
which would impact on the quality of the data.  A digital elevation trace, calculated 
from the radar altimeter and the GPS elevation values, is also generated to further 
control the quality of the altimeter data. 

 
• The synchronicity of the GPS time and the acquired time of the geophysical data is 

checked by matching the recorded time fields. 
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• A final check on the navigation data is computing the point-to-point speed from the 
corrected UTM X and Y values. The computed values should be free of erratic 
behavior showing a nominal ground speed of 70 m/s with point-to-point variations 
not exceeding +/- 10 m/s. 

 
Magnetometer data  
 

• The diurnal variation is examined for any deviations that exceed the specified 10 nT 
peak-to-peak over a 1 minute chord.  Data was re-flown when this condition is 
exceeded, with any re-flown line segment crossing a minimum of two control lines. A 
further quality control done on the diurnal variation is to examine the data for any 
man-made disturbances. When noted, these artifacts are graphically removed by a 
polynomial interpolation so that they are not introduced into the final data when the 
diurnal values are subtracted from the recorded airborne data. 

 
• The integrity of the airborne magnetometer data is checked through statistical 

analysis and graphically viewed in profile form to ensure that there are no gaps and 
that the noise specifications are met. 

 
• A fourth difference editing routine is applied to the raw data to locate and correct any 

small steps and/or spikes in the data. 
 

• Any effects of filtering applied to the data are examined by displaying in profile form 
the final processed results against the original raw data, via a graphic screen.  This is 
done to ensure that any noise filtering applied has not compromised the resolution of 
the geological signal. 

 
• On-going gridding and imaging of the data is also done to control the overall quality 

of the magnetic data. 
 
Electromagnetic data  
 

• The high altitude calibration sequences, recorded pre- and post-flight, are closely 
examined.  These background data segments, which are free of ground conductive 
response, are checked to ensure that the baseline positions for each channel are good, 
that the noise levels are within specified limits and that the system has been well 
compensated for excessive motion of the towed-bird. 

 
• The reference waveform, collected during the calibration sequence and used for the 

compensation of the primary field, is closely examined for consistency from flight to 
flight.  Diagnostic parameters, such as the peak voltages for each coil set and the 
transmitter current are noted and entered in the daily processing log for future 
reference. 

 
• All recorded EM channels are examined and adjusted for system drift. This is done by 

graphically displaying each channel data in profile for the entire flight as a continuous 
segment and checking the high altitude background segments and local minima 
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against a zero baseline value. This check also provides a good overall view of the 
response from each channel for any unusual behavior.  

 
• Level of spheric activity is assessed during the processing, through a decay analysis.  

The percentage of bad decays detected that are not associated with power lines, are 
tabulated and reported. Under normal conditions, this is kept to 1 % or less. 

 
• After processing, the final results are displayed in profile form, via a graphic screen 

and compared with the raw data, to ensure that the data has not been over filtered.  A 
multi-channel profile display of the data, at this stage, also provides a visual check on 
the character of the decay information.  This is followed by the calculation of the 
decay constant itself, which is gridded and imaged on an on-going basis throughout 
the survey, to further control the quality of the electromagnetic data. 

 
Near-final field products 
 
Near-final products of the profile and gridded navigation, magnetic and electromagnetic data 
were made available to L.E. Reed Geophysical during visits to the survey site, for review and 
approval, prior to demobilization. 
 
Quality control in the office  
 
Review of field processing of Magnetic & Electromagnetic data. 
 
The general results of the field processing are reviewed in the profile database by producing a 
multi-channel stacked display of the data (raw and processed) for every line, using a graphic 
viewing tool.  The magnetic and altimeter data are checked for spikes and residual noise.  The 
electromagnetic channel data is checked for baseline positions, decay character and the effect of 
filtering. 
 
Review of leveling of magnetics. 
 
The results of the field levelling of the magnetics are reviewed, using imaging and shadowing 
techniques. Any residual errors noted are corrected. 
 
Creation of second vertical derivative 
 
The second vertical derivative is created from the final gridded values of the total field magnetic 
data and checked for any residual errors using imaging and shadowing techniques. 
 
Creation of final EM grids 
 
EM grids of the x and z-coil decay constant (tau) and the apparent conductance values are 
created, reviewed for residual drift/leveling errors and the necessary corrections applied.  At this 
stage, the option of using either the regular dB/dT coil data or the B-Field components, to 
generate the required parameter grids, is reviewed to ensure the best definition of the targets 
sought.  Necessary material is provided to L.E. Reed for this evaluation. 
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Correction of EM grids for asymmetry 
 
The selected EM grids are corrected for asymmetry (de-herringboned) and checked against the 
original grids to ensure that there is no loss or misrepresentation of geological features. 
 
EM anomaly selection. 
 
The automated EM anomaly selection is reviewed interactively against the profile data, via a 
graphic display tool and edited to ensure that all valid anomalies are represented in the database. 
The final selection is then checked against the base maps (and in-flight videos, as required) to 
properly separate and label man-made responses from geological sources. 
 
Interim products 
 
Archive files containing the raw and processed profile data, the EM anomaly database and the 
final gridded parameters are provided to L.E. Reed for review and approval. 
 
L.E. Reed Geophysical Consultant Inc. 
 
L.E. Reed Geophysical Consultant Inc. conducted on-site inspections during data acquisition, 
focusing initially on the data acquisition procedures, base station monitoring and instrument 
calibration. As data was collected, it was reviewed for adherence to the survey specifications and 
completeness. Any problems encountered during data acquisition were discussed and resolved. 
 
The QA/QC checks included the following: 
 
Navigation Data 

• appropriate location of the GPS base station 
• flight line and control line separations are maintained, and deviations along lines are 

minimized 
• verify synchronicity of GPS navigation and flight video 
• all boundary control lines are properly located 
• terrain clearance specifications are maintained 
• aircraft speed remained within the satisfactory range 
• area flown covers the entire specified survey area 
• differentially-corrected GPS data does not suffer from satellite-induced shifts or dropouts 
• GPS height and radar/laser altimeter data are able to produce an image-quality DEM 
• GPS and geophysical data acquisition systems are properly synchronized 
• GPS data are adequately sampled 

 
Magnetic Data 

• appropriate location of the magnetic base station, and adequate sampling of the diurnal 
variations 

• heading error and lag tests are satisfactory 
• magnetometer noise levels are within specifications 
• magnetic diurnal variations remain within specifications 
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• magnetometer drift is minimal once diurnal and IGRF corrections are applied 
• spikes and/or drop-outs are minimal to non-existent in the raw data 
• filtering of the profile data is minimal to non-existent 
• in-field leveling produces image-quality grids of total magnetic field and higher-order 

products (e.g. second vertical derivative) 
 
Time-domain Electromagnetic Data  

• selected receiver coil orientations, base frequency, primary field waveform and secondary 
field sampling are appropriate for the local geology 

• data behaves consistently between channels (i.e. consistent signal decay) 
• noise levels are within specifications, and system noise is minimized 
• bird swing and orientation noise is not evident 
• sferics and other spikes are minimal (after editing) 
• cultural (60 Hz) noise is not excessive 
• regular tests are conducted to monitor the reference waveform and system drift, and to 

ensure proper zero levels 
• filtering of the profile data is minimal 
• in-field processing produces image-quality images of apparent conductivity and decay  
      constant (tau). 

 
L.E. Reed reviewed interim and final digital products to ensure that noise was minimized and that 
the products adhered to the contract specifications.  Considerable effort was devoted to specifying 
the data formats, and verifying that the data adhered to these formats. 
 
L.E. Reed ensured that the digital files adhered to the specified ASCII and binary file formats, that 
the file names and channel names were consistent, and that all required data were delivered on 
schedule. 
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APPENDIX  A TESTING  AND  CALIBRATION 
 
 
MAGNETOMETER  CLOVERLEAF  TEST 
 
MEGATEM® II (Dash-7, C-GJPI), May 3rd 2003 
Flown over a low gradient area outside of Timmins, ON 
UTM (NAD27) co-ordinates 500330 E, 5381580 N 
 

Line Direction Fiducial 
Diurnal 

(nT) 
Air mag 

(nT) 
Mag Diff.

(nT) 
1 w 78233.3 57342.21 57492.56 87.35 
2 e 78458.0 57342.94 57432.41 89.47 
3 w 78696.5 57344.04 57431.42 87.38 
4 e 78899.7 57343.99 57430.88 86.89 
5 n 79289.6 57341.84 57427.94 86.10 
6 s 79499.5 57339.95 57426.41 86.46 
7 n 79742.5 57339.55 57426.85 87.30 
8 s 79978.2 57340.41 57427.51 87.10 

 
Average East-West difference = 0.82 nT 
Average North-South difference = 0.08 nT 
Average E-W and N-S difference = 1.03 nT 
 
                          
GPS  LAG / ACCURACY  CHECK 
 
MEGATEM® II (Dash-7, C-GJPI), May 1st, 2003 
Flown over the Timmins Airport VOR, Timmins, ON. 
Location (NAD27)… Lat   48° 34' 19" N 
 Long  81° 22'  12" W 
Resolution : 1 second = 31 m in Northing 
 21 m in Easting 
 

line direction video  VOR offset 
1 n 68263.00 20m e 
2 s 68525.18 20m e 
3 n 68728.68 18m e 
4 s 68911.20 23m w 
5 w 69300.00 20m s 
6 e 69488.70 19m s 
7 w 69667.65 16m s 
8 e 69848.15 20m s 

 
GPS  lag =  -0.15 second (lead) 
Error box  = 2 x 4 metres 
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MAGNETOMETER AND TDEM LAG CHECK 
 
The system lag for the magnetometer and electromagnetic system was verified by flying several 
passes, in opposite directions, over a recognizable feature on the ground giving a sharp magnetic 
and electromagnetic response.  Results of this test were made available to L.E. Reed for the first 
field inspection. 
 
Measured instrument lags were: 
 
For MEGATEM® II (Dash-7, C-GJPI) 
 
- Magnetometer reading lag of 3.25 seconds or 33 recording samples (10 Hz sampling) 
-  
- TDEM reading lag of 3.61 seconds or 15 recording samples (4 Hz sampling) 
 
 
ALTIMETER  CALIBRATION 
 
MEGATEM® II (Dash-7, C-GJPI), May 1st, 2003 
The accuracy and the relationship between the radar altimeter, the barometric altimeter and the 
GPS elevation values were verified, pre-survey, by flying a series of passes at designated 
altitudes over Nighthawk Lake. 
 
Flown over the Nighthawk Lake, elevation ~ 896 feet a.s.l. 
 

Nominal Radar Baro - Elev. GPS(z) - Elev. 
(ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) 
300 297 293 287 
350 352 351 354 
400 398 426 398 
450 454 451 440 
500 500 505 499 

 
Linear regression analysis               y  =  a + bx   
1. Radar (x) vs. Baro (y)  (minus terrain elevation)……..… 0.9484x + 15.928 ft 
2. Baro (x) vs. GPS - Z  (y) (both corrected for terrain)…... 0.9581x + 7.3851 ft             
 
 
Daily calibrations  
 
Pre and post-flight TDEM calibration 
 
TDEM systems must be compensated to remove all effects of the primary field on the received 
secondary signal.  This primarily affects the on-time channels and the early off-time channels, 
close to the turn-off of the pulse.  This compensation is done at altitude, sufficiently high to 
avoid contaminating the signal with ground conductive response.  System backgrounds for all 
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channels are collected and stacked over time to provide a statistically valid reference waveform 
for all components (Tx, Rx, Ry and Rz).  This reference waveform is then used to subtract the 
effects of the primary field on the received signal.  Changes in the current waveform, which take 
place during the survey, are used to deconvolve the X, Y and Z components and remove 
distortion from nominal waveform to first order.  Following the compensation, the aircraft is also 
put through a series of pitches and rolls, while still at altitude, to verify the effectiveness of the 
compensation during excessive motion of the receiver bird, triggered by the aircraft maneuvers.  
This test is performed at the start of every flight and repeated at the end of the flight and is 
considered an integral part of the data.  The reference waveform is also stored digitally and 
delivered as part of the final data. 
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APPENDIX  B PROFILE  ARCHIVE  DEFINITION 
 
Survey 1045 was carried out using the time-domain MEGATEM® II electromagnetic and 
magnetic system mounted on a fixed wing platform. Transmitter base frequency of 90 Hz was 
used. 
 
Data File Layout 
 
The files for the Reid-Mahaffy Test Area MEGATEM® II Survey 1045 are archived on one CD 
with the file contents as follows: 
 
CD – 1045 

- ASCII (GXF) grids 
- Geosoft® Binary (GRD) grids 
- EM Anomaly database (ASCII CSV format) 
- EM Anomaly database (GDB format) 
- Profile database (5 Hz sampling) in ASCII (XYZ) format 
- Profile database (5 Hz sampling) in Geosoft® OASIS montaj (GDB) format 
- DXF files of entire survey block for: 

- Flight path 
- EM anomalies (see page 38 for details) 
- Total field magnetic contours 
- X-coil decay constant (tau) contours 
- Apparent conductance contours 

- GEOTIFF images (300 dpi) of the entire survey block for: 
- Total field colour magnetics  
- Colour shaded relief of second vertical derivative  
- Colour X-coil decay constant  
- Colour apparent conductance 

- Parameter table files PTAxxxPRE/POST.OUT (see page 36 for details) 
- Half wave data (4Hz sampling) in compressed ASCII format (WinZip®). 
- Readme file with half wave data description (Word® 97 and Adobe® PDF formats) 
- Project report (Word® 97 and Adobe® PDF formats) 

 
The content of the ASCII and binary file types are identical. They are provided in both forms to 
suit the user’s available software. 
 
Coordinate Systems 
 
The profile and electromagnetic anomaly data are provided in four coordinate systems: 
- Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection, Zone 17N, NAD83 datum 
- Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection, Zone 17N, NAD27 datum 
- Latitude/longitude coordinates, NAD83 datum 
- Latitude/longitude coordinates, NAD27 datum 
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The gridded data are provided in two UTM coordinate systems: 
- Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection, Zone 17N, NAD83 datum 
- Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection, Zone 17N, NAD27 datum 
 
Line Numbering 
 
The line numbering convention for survey 1045 is as follows: 
 Line number x 100 + part number 
 i.e. Line 2205 part 1 is identified as 220501 
The same convention is used for the labeling of the control lines. 
 
Profile Data 
 
The profile data are provided in two formats, one ASCII and one binary: 
 
ASCII 
- Reid.xyz - ASCII XYZ file, sampled at 5 Hz 
 
Binary 
- Reid.gdb – Geosoft® OASIS montaj binary database file (no compression), sampled at 5 Hz 
 
The files reid.xyz/gdb contain the bulk of the data, including the final magnetic channel, sampled 
at 5 Hz.  
 
The contents of reid.xyz/.gdb (both file types contain the same set of data channels) are 
summarized as follows: 
 
Channel Name Description Units  
gps_x_real real-time GPS X (NAD83) decimal-degrees 
gps_y_real real-time GPS Y (NAD83) decimal-degrees 
gps_z_real real-time GPS Z (NAD83) metres 
gps_x_nad83 differentially corrected GPS X (longitude - NAD83 datum) decimal-degrees 
gps_y_nad83 differentially corrected GPS Y (latitude - NAD83 datum) decimal-degrees 
gps_z_nad83 differentially corrected GPS Z (NAD83 datum) metres above sea level 
x_nad83 GPS X in UTM co-ordinates using NAD83 datum metres 
y_nad83 GPS Y in UTM co-ordinates using NAD83 datum metres 
gps_x_nad27 differentially corrected GPS X (longitude - NAD27 datum) decimal-degrees 
gps_y_nad27 differentially corrected GPS Y (latitude - NAD27 datum) decimal-degrees 
x_nad27 GPS X in UTM co-ordinates using NAD27 datum metres 
y_nad27 GPS Y in UTM co-ordinates using NAD27 datum metres 
radar_raw raw radar altimeter metres above terrain 
radar_final corrected radar altimeter metres above terrain 
baro_raw raw barometric altimeter metres above sea level 
baro_final corrected barometric altimeter metres above sea level 
dem digital elevation model metres above sea level 
fid fiducial (corrected UTC time) seconds 
flight flight number 
line_number full flightline number (flightline and part numbers) 
line flightline number 
line_part flightline part number 
time_utc raw UTC time seconds 
date local date YYYYMMDD 
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height_mag magnetometer receiver height metres above terrain 
mag_base_raw raw magnetic base station data nanoteslas 
mag_base_final corrected magnetic base station data nanoteslas 
mag_raw raw magnetic field nanoteslas 
mag_edit edited magnetic field nanoteslas 
mag_diurn diurnally corrected magnetic field nanoteslas 
igrf local IGRF field nanoteslas 
mag_igrf IGRF corrected magnetic field nanoteslas 
mag_lev levelled magnetic field nanoteslas 
mag_final micro-levelled magnetic field nanoteslas 
mag_gsclevel GSC levelled magnetic field nanoteslas 
height_em electromagnetic receiver height metres above terrain 
em_x_raw_on raw (stacked) dB/dT, X-component, on-time (5 channels) picoteslas per second 
em_x_raw_off raw (stacked) dB/dT, X-component, off-time (15 channels) picoteslas per second 
em_y_raw_on raw (stacked) dB/dT, Y-component, on-time (5 channels) picoteslas per second 
em_y_raw_off raw (stacked) dB/dT, Y-component, off-time (15 channels) picoteslas per second 
em_z_raw_on raw (stacked) dB/dT, Z-component, on-time (5 channels) picoteslas per second 
em_z_raw_off raw (stacked) dB/dT, Z-component, off-time (15 channels) picoteslas per second 
em_x_drift_on drift-corrected dB/dT, X-component, on-time (5 channels) picoteslas per second 
em_x_drift_off drift-corrected dB/dT, X-component, off-time (15 channels) picoteslas per second 
em_y_drift_on drift-corrected dB/dT, Y-component, on-time (5 channels) picoteslas per second 
em_y_drift_off drift-corrected dB/dT, Y-component, off-time (15 channels) picoteslas per second 
em_z_drift_on drift-corrected dB/dT, Z-component, on-time (5 channels) picoteslas per second 
em_z_drift_off drift-corrected dB/dT, Z-component, off-time (15 channels) picoteslas per second 
em_x_final_on filtered dB/dT, X-component, on-time (5 channels) picoteslas per second 
em_x_final_off filtered dB/dT, X-component, off-time (15 channels) picoteslas per second 
em_y_final_on filtered dB/dT, Y-component, on-time (5 channels) picoteslas per second 
em_y_final_off filtered dB/dT, Y-component, off-time (15 channels) picoteslas per second  
em_z_final_on filtered dB/dT, Z-component, on-time (5 channels) picoteslas per second 
em_z_final_off filtered dB/dT, Z-component, off-time (15 channels) picoteslas per second 
em_bx_raw_on raw (stacked) B-field, X-component, on-time (5 channels) femtoteslas 
em_bx_raw_off raw (stacked) B-field, X-component, off-time (15 channels) femtoteslas 
em_by_raw_on raw (stacked) B-field, Y-component, on-time (5 channels) femtoteslas 
em_by_raw_off raw (stacked) B-field, Y-component, off-time (15 channels) femtoteslas 
em_bz_raw_on raw (stacked) B-field, Z-component, on-time (5 channels) femtoteslas 
em_bz_raw_off raw (stacked) B-field, Z-component, off-time (15 channels) femtoteslas 
em_bx_drift_on drift-corrected B-field, X-component, on-time (5 channels) femtoteslas 
em_bx_drift_off drift-corrected B-field, X-component, off-time (15 channels) femtoteslas 
em_by_drift_on drift-corrected B-field, Y-component, on-time (5 channels) femtoteslas 
em_by_drift_off drift-corrected B-field, Y-component, off-time (15 channels) femtoteslas 
em_bz_drift_on drift-corrected B-field, Z-component, on-time (5 channels) femtoteslas 
em_bz_drift_off drift-corrected B-field, Z-component, off-time (15 channels) femtoteslas 
em_bx_final_on filtered B-field, X-component, on-time (5 channels) femtoteslas 
em_bx_final_off filtered B-field, X-component, off-time (15 channels) femtoteslas 
em_by_final_on filtered B-field, Y-component, on-time (5 channels) femtoteslas 
em_by_final_off filtered B-field, Y-component, off-time (15 channels) femtoteslas 
em_bz_final_on filtered B-field, Z-component, on-time (5 channels) femtoteslas 
em_bz_final_off filtered B-field, Z-component, off-time (15 channels) femtoteslas 
power 60 Hz power line monitor microvolts 
primary electromagnetic primary field microvolts 
tau_x decay constant (tau) for X-component microseconds 
tau_z decay constant (tau) for Z-component microseconds 
conductance apparent conductance siemens 
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In reid.xyz, the electromagnetic channel data are provided in individual channels with numerical 
indices (e.g. em_x_final_on[0] to em_x_final_on[4], and em_x_final_off[0] to 
em_x_final_off[14]).  In reid.gdb, the electromagnetic channel data are provided in array 
channels with 5 elements (on-time) or 15 elements (off-time). 
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APPENDIX  C ANOMALY  ARCHIVE  DEFINITION 
 
Electromagnetic Anomaly Data 
 
The electromagnetic anomaly data are provided in two formats, one ASCII and one binary: 
- reidanomaly.csv – ASCII comma-delimited format 
- reidanomaly.gdb – Geosoft® OASIS montaj binary database file 
 
Both file types contain the same set of data channels, summarized as follows: 
 
Channel Name Description Units 
x_nad83 GPS X in UTM co-ordinates using NAD83 datum metres 
y_nad83 GPS Y in UTM co-ordinates using NAD83 datum metres  
gps_x_nad83 differentially corrected GPS X (longitude – NAD27 datum) decimal-degrees 
gps_y_nad83 differentially corrected GPS Y (latitude – NAD27 datum) decimal-degrees 
x_nad27 GPS X in UTM co-ordinates using NAD27 datum metres 
y_nad27 GPS Y in UTM co-ordinates using NAD27 datum metres 
gps_x_nad27 differentially corrected GPS X (longitude – NAD83 datum) decimal-degrees 
gps_y_nad27 differentially corrected GPS Y (latitude – NAD83 datum) decimal-degrees 
dem digital elevation model metres above sea level 
fid fiducial (corrected UTC time) seconds 
flight flight number 
line_number full flightline number (flightline and part numbers) 
line flightline number 
line_part flightline part number 
time_utc raw UTC time seconds 
time_local local time seconds 
date local date YYYY/MM/DD 
em_x_final_on filtered dB/dT, X-component, on-time (5 channels) picoteslas per second 
em_x_final_off filtered dB/dT, X-component, off-time (15 channels) picoteslas per second 
em_y_final_on filtered dB/dT, Y-component, on-time (5 channels) picoteslas per second 
em_y_final_off filtered dB/dT, Y-component, off-time (15 channels) picoteslas per second 
em_z_final_on filtered dB/dT, Z-component, on-time (5 channels) picoteslas per second 
em_z_final_off filtered dB/dT, Z-component, off-time (15 channels) picoteslas per second 
em_bx_final_on filtered B-field, X-component, on-time (5 channels) femtoteslas 
em_bx_final_off filtered B-field, X-component, off-time (15 channels) femtoteslas 
em_by_final_on filtered B-field, Y-component, on-time (5 channels) femtoteslas 
em_by_final_off filtered B-field, Y-component, off-time (15 channels) femtoteslas 
em_bz_final_on filtered B-field, Z-component, on-time (5 channels) femtoteslas 
em_bz_final_off filtered B-field, Z-component, off-time (15 channels) femtoteslas 
tau_x decay constant (tau) for X-component microseconds 
tau_z decay constant (tau) for Z-component microseconds 
conductance apparent conductance siemens 
height_em electromagnetic receiver height metres above terrain 
anomaly_no nth anomaly (or nth cultural anomaly) along the survey line 
anomaly_id unique anomaly identifier (see below) 
anomaly_type_letter anomaly classification (see below) 
anomaly_type_no anomaly classification number (see below) 
no_chan number of off-time channels deflected 
conductance_vert conductance of vertical plate model siemens 
depth depth of vertical plate model metres 
heading direction of flight degrees 
survey_number survey number 
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The unique anomaly identifier (anomaly_id) is a ten digit integer in the format 1LLLLLLAAA 
where 'LLLLLL' holds the line number (and leading zeroes pad short line numbers to six digits). 
The 'AAA' represents the numeric anomaly identifier (anomaly_no) for that line padded with 
leading zeroes to three digits. The leading 1 indicates that the anomaly was identified as likely 
having a normal or surficial source. For example, 1000101007 represents the seventh anomaly 
on Line 101. Anomalies identified as likely having a cultural source do not include the leading 1, 
and take the format LLLLLLAAA. For example, 101007 represents the seventh cultural anomaly 
on Line 101. When combined with the survey number (survey_no), the anomaly identifier 
provides an electromagnetic anomaly number unique to all surveys archived by the Ontario 
Geological Survey. 
 

The codes for anomaly_type and anomaly_type_number are as follows: 
 

N 1 Normal (bedrock) response 
N? 2 Normal (bedrock) response, questionable 
S 3 Surficial response 
S? 4 Surficial response, questionable 
C 5 Cultural (man-made) response 
C? 6 Cultural (man-made) response, questionable 

 
The (?) does not question the existence of the anomaly, but denoted some uncertainty as to the 
possible origin of the source. 
 
N: Bedrock (normal) - an anomaly whose response matches that of a bedrock conductor, using a 
thin vertical plate model.  This anomaly type might include other shapes of conductors: roughly 
pod-shaped, thick dykes, short strike length bodies, or conductors sub-parallel to the flight path. 
 
S:  Flat lying conductors - generally surficial. Typical geologic anomalies might be conductive 
overburden, swamps or clay layers. They would not appear to be conductive at depth. 
 
C: Line current - an anomaly with the shape typical of line currents - typically cultural (man-
made sources) such as power lines, train tracks, fences, etc. 
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APPENDIX  D  GRID  ARCHIVE  DEFINITION 
 
Gridded Data 
 
The gridded data are provided in two formats, one ASCII and one binary: 

*.gxf - Geosoft® ASCII Grid eXchange Format (revision 3.0, no compression) 
*.grd - Geosoft® OASIS montaj binary grid file (no compression) 

 
The grids are summarized as follows: 
 
reidmag83.grd/.gxf IGRF-corrected and GSC levelled magnetic field in nanoteslas (UTM coordinates, NAD83 

datum) 
reidmag27.grd/.gxf IGRF-corrected and GSC levelled magnetic field in nanoteslas (UTM coordinates, NAD27 

datum) 
reid2vd83.grd/.gxf second vertical derivative of the IGRF-corrected and GSC levelled magnetic field in 

nanoteslas per metre-squared (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
reid2vd27.grd/.gxf second vertical derivative of the IGRF-corrected and GSC levelled magnetic field in 

nanoteslas per metre-squared (UTM coordinates, NAD27 datum) 
reiddem83.grd/.gxf digital elevation model in metres above sea level (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
reiddem27.grd/.gxf digital elevation model in metres above sea level (UTM coordinates, NAD27 datum) 
reiddcx83.grd/.gxf x-coil decay constant (tau) in microseconds (ms) (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
reiddcx27.grd/.gxf x-coil decay constant (tau) in microseconds (ms) (UTM coordinates, NAD27 datum) 
reiddcxde83.grd/.gxf de-herringboned x-coil decay constant (tau) in ms (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
reiddcxde27.grd/.gxf de-herringboned x-coil decay constant (tau) in ms (UTM coordinates, NAD27 datum) 
reiddcz83.grd/.gxf z-coil decay constant (tau) in microseconds (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
reiddcz27.grd/.gxf z-coil decay constant (tau) in microseconds (UTM coordinates, NAD27 datum) 
reiddczde83.grd/.gxf de-herringboned z-coil decay constant (tau) in ms (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
reiddczde27.grd/.gxf de-herringboned z-coil decay constant (tau) in ms (UTM coordinates, NAD27 datum) 
reidcon83.grd/.gxf apparent conductance in millisiemens  (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
reidcon27.grd/.gxf apparent conductance in millisiemens  (UTM coordinates, NAD27 datum) 
reidconde83.grd/.gxf de-herringboned apparent conductance in millisiemens  (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
reidconde27.grd/.gxf de-herringboned apparent conductance in millisiemens  (UTM coordinates, NAD27 datum) 
reidx1183.grd/.gxf x-coil channel 11 in picoteslas per second (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
reidx1127.grd/.gxf x-coil channel 11 in picoteslas per second (UTM coordinates, NAD27 datum) 
reidx11de83.grd/.gxf de-herringboned x-coil channel 11 in picoteslas per second (UTM coordinates, NAD83 

datum) 
reidx11de27.grd/.gxf de-herringboned x-coil channel 11 in picoteslas per second (UTM coordinates, NAD27 

datum) 
reidx1883.grd/.gxf x-coil channel 18 in picoteslas per second (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
reidx1827.grd/.gxf x-coil channel 18 in picoteslas per second (UTM coordinates, NAD27 datum) 
reidx18de83.grd/.gxf de-herringboned x-coil channel 18 in picoteslas per second (UTM coordinates, NAD83 

datum) 
reidx18de27.grd/.gxf de-herringboned x-coil channel 18 in picoteslas per second (UTM coordinates, NAD27 

datum) 
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APPENDIX  E  GEOTIFF  AND  VECTOR  ARCHIVE  DEFINITION 
 
GeoTIFF Images 
 
Geographically referenced colour images are provided in GeoTIFF format for use in GIS 
applications.  
 
The images were grouped by theme as follows: 
reidmag.tif IGRF-corrected and GSC levelled magnetic field with planimetric base 

(UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
reid2vd.tif shadowed second vertical derivative of the IGRF-corrected and GSC 

levelled magnetic field with planimetric base (UTM coordinates, NAD83 
datum) 

reiddcxde.tif x-coil decay constant, de-herringboned with planimetric base (UTM 
coordinates, NAD83 datum) 

reidconde.tif apparent conductance, de-herringboned with planimetric base (UTM 
 coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
 
Vector Archives 
 
Vector line work from the maps is provided in DXF(v12) ASCII format as follows: 
 
reidem.dxf electromagnetic anomalies, symbols and text (UTM coordinates, NAD83 

datum) 
reidemsym.dxf electromagnetic anomalies, symbols only (UTM coordinates, NAD83 

datum) 
reidemfug.dxf electromagnetic anomalies, Fugro style annotated with, starting upper left 

and proceeding clockwise: anomaly letter, apparent conductance in 
siemens, dB/dT X channel 10 in ppm and the anomaly type (UTM 
coordinates, NAD83 datum) 

reidpath.dxf flight path of the survey area (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
reidmag.dxf contours of the IGRF-corrected magnetic field in nanoteslas (UTM 

coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
reidconde.dxf contours of the apparent conductance, de-herringboned in millisiemens 
 (UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
reiddcxde.dxf contours of the x-coil decay constant, de-herringboned in microseconds 

(UTM coordinates, NAD83 datum) 
 
The layers within the DXF files correspond to the various object types found therein and have 
intuitive names. 
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APPENDIX  F  TDEM  PARAMETER  TABLE  DEFINITION 
 
Two parameter table files exist for each survey flight (pre and post).  The “pre” file represents 
the TDEM reference waveform used by the system to compensate the received signal for the 
contribution by the primary field generated at the transmitter. 
 
Each file is stored as “ptaxxxpre/post.out”, where xxx identifies the corresponding flight number. 
 
The files are archived as standard ASCII text files and contain the following information: 
 

- System geometry/configuration. 
- Window (channel) positions, given in samples along the waveform. 
- Conversion factors from listed values to PPM. 
- Each point of the waveform for the following 7 components: 

- Transmitter response  in units of Am² 
- dB/dT X-coil response in units of nT/s or pT/s 
- dB/dT Y-coil response in units of nT/s or pT/s 
- dB/dT Z-coil response in units of nT/s or pT/s 
- B-Field X-coil response in units of pT or fT 
- B-Field Y-coil response in units of pT or fT 
- B-Field Z-coil response in units of pT or fT 

 
A sample of a parameter table (not from this project) follows 
 
GEOTEM Calibration Data - Version 31 July 1998 
 'D0080112.002' = Name of original saved parameter table file 
      125.000000000000000 = Horizontal TX-RX separation in metres 
       50.000000000000000 = Vertical   TX-RX separation in metres 
       90.000000000000000 = Base Frequency in Hertz 
       43.402777777777780 = Sample Interval in micro-seconds 
          20 Time Gates:  First and Last Sample number, RMS chart position: 

1 4 10 1 
2 11 23 2 
3 24 36 3 
4 37 49 4 
5 50 53 5 
6 54 55 6 
7 56 58 7 
8 58 61 8 
9 62 64 9 
10 65 68 10 
11 69 72 11 
12 73 76 12 
13 77 81 13 
14 82 86 14 
15 87 91 15 
16 92 97 16 
17 98 103 17 
18 104 110 18 
19 111 118 19 
20 119 128 20 
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    Component:    TX         dBx/dt         dBy/dt         dBz/dt             Bx                By               Bz 
     IndivPPM:                16.97154      852.8368      32.88570      24.99176      1302.157      48.35992     
     TotalPPM:                15.07923      15.07923      15.07923      22.19901      22.19901      22.19901     
     SI_Units:                1.000000      1.000000      1.000000      1.000000      1.000000      1.000000     
    DataUnits: A*m^2          nT/s            nT/s              nT/s              pT                 pT                pT 
       128 Samples: 
             1  7729.282      15.96003     -3.930862      25.94668     -113.2370     -.2736754     -53.69548     
             2  1024.003      24.50268      1.026651      13.67564     -112.3589     -.3367008     -52.83562     
             3  398.5879      317.5182      16.88734      198.6653     -104.9366      .5205769E-01 -48.22753     
             4  15695.36      3616.584      119.4898      2086.784     -19.56110      3.011632      1.369888     
             5  67698.08      14473.86      379.0306      7872.654      373.0266      13.83022      217.5035     
             6  134235.2      30133.23      732.3142      15838.12      1341.062      37.94794      732.0602     
             7  198690.4      43453.41      1017.253      22496.55      2937.995      75.91598      1563.976     
             8  261714.8      51975.27      1164.056      26779.31      5008.929      123.2534      2633.330     
             9  323187.0      56594.40      1207.164      29131.60      7365.042      174.7122      3846.675     
            10  382890.4      58589.26      1196.222      30170.94      9864.688      226.8690      5133.622     
            11  440686.7      58926.92      1161.745      30367.83      12414.95      278.0401      6447.398     
            12  496231.2      58214.87      1118.357      30021.63      14957.09      327.5215      7757.933     
            13  549314.6      56810.41      1071.185      29312.33      17453.30      375.0376      9045.562     
            14  599686.2      54918.71      1021.773      28345.43      19877.98      420.4577      10296.82     
            15  647069.8      52657.67      969.9995      27182.63      22212.53      463.6819      11501.85     
            16  691302.4      50094.17      915.6895      25860.95      24442.39      504.6040      12652.97     
            17  732240.1      47272.43      857.8681      24404.12      26555.38      543.0926      13743.79     
            18  769640.8      44222.05      796.7552      22827.58      28540.94      579.0003      14768.79     
            19  803450.5      40966.94      731.9139      21144.64      30389.66      612.1745      15723.04     
            20  833346.6      37527.52      663.6411      19366.39      32093.10      642.4600      16602.19     
            21  859323.9      33922.85      592.5283      17502.52      33643.67      669.7206      17402.30     
            22  881209.9      30170.38      518.8977      15562.19      35034.58      693.8401      18119.85     
            23  898976.3      26288.71      442.1611      13555.16      36259.82      714.6964      18751.73     
            24  912502.6      22297.01      364.2277      11491.54      37314.20      732.1962      19295.28     
            25  921742.5      18214.65      284.6580      9381.562      38193.36      746.2779      19748.26     
            26  926662.2      14060.86      204.0446      7234.495      38893.78      756.8834      20108.85     
            27  927364.1      9854.848      122.9833      5060.035      39412.79      763.9804      20375.66     
            28  923746.7      5615.631      41.92896      2869.674      39748.52      767.5592      20547.74     
            29  915895.0      1362.764     -39.14478      671.1644      39899.96      767.6196      20624.58     
            30  903873.7     -2884.436     -121.0489     -1523.952      39866.93      764.1432      20606.08     
            31  887685.5     -7103.616     -201.4232     -3703.113      39650.18      757.1451      20492.64     
            32  867399.8     -11277.36     -280.4637     -5859.924      39251.29      746.6875      20285.11     
            33  843172.9     -15386.93     -357.6422     -7983.167      38672.64      732.8397      19984.70     
            34  815163.6     -19412.59     -433.1687     -10062.68      37917.44      715.6780      19593.08     
            35  783413.8     -23336.08     -506.9882     -12089.16      36989.73      695.2753      19112.35     
            36  748179.8     -27139.86     -578.1486     -14054.79      35894.33      671.7263      18544.99     
            37  709579.2     -30807.27     -647.4260     -15948.87      34636.80      645.1296      17893.87     
            38  667809.9     -34320.21     -712.1000     -17762.84      33223.44      615.6260      17162.28     
            39  623115.9     -37664.14     -773.0846     -19489.75      31661.28      583.3955      16353.85     
            40  575678.5     -40823.00     -830.5354     -21120.95      29958.00      548.5947      15472.54     
            41  525725.8     -43783.54     -884.4982     -22649.47      28121.92      511.3761      14522.66     
            42  473492.1     -46532.31     -933.8410     -24068.54      26161.94      471.9156      13508.81     
            43  419244.9     -49057.47     -978.6750     -25371.42      24087.51      430.4113      12435.90     
            44  363220.0     -51347.62     -1018.960     -26553.29      21908.58      387.0599      11309.06     
            45  305690.8     -53393.00     -1054.490     -27608.78      19635.57      342.0632      10133.67     
            46  247003.6     -55184.48     -1085.077     -28533.00      17279.28      295.6316      8915.313     
            47  187352.1     -56715.41     -1110.876     -29322.47      14850.90      247.9763      7659.769     
            48  127010.4     -57979.32     -1131.085     -29974.13      12361.87      199.3227      6372.951     
            49  65108.98     -58917.41     -1137.950     -30448.89      9825.045      150.0814      5061.687     
            50  8325.732     -58320.01     -1086.630     -30032.90      7280.830      101.8049      3749.149     
            51 -14672.06     -51573.19     -916.9132     -26305.74      4895.995      58.32526      2526.522     
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            52 -10537.82     -37103.35     -593.0906     -18811.49      2971.591      25.55608      1547.415     
            53 -5599.680     -21897.11     -243.9040     -11197.24      1691.199      7.392134      896.1842     
            54 -3335.518     -11422.98     -34.09738     -5971.165      968.1067      1.359118      523.6060     
            55 -2195.035     -5555.815      40.83756     -2999.166      599.6433      1.505389      328.9374     
            56 -1650.604     -2597.416      46.96001     -1462.370      422.7069      3.410719      232.1159     
            57 -1394.167     -1207.738      31.18607     -714.3275      340.1297      5.106597      184.8785     
            58 -1290.904     -587.9979      14.44187     -364.0430      301.1598      6.096787      161.4764     
            59 -1259.885     -325.6664      2.467782     -205.2027      281.3320      6.463750      149.1229     
            60 -1249.743     -219.5141     -4.727469     -135.2952      269.5008      6.414712      141.7337     
            61 -1236.130     -178.4729     -7.894109     -105.1228      260.8640      6.140806      136.5163     
            62 -1228.445     -162.4722     -8.681833     -91.96437      253.4650      5.781085      132.2392     
            63 -1228.072     -154.7766     -8.449795     -85.45306      246.5802      5.409305      128.3890     
            64 -1235.436     -149.0760     -7.719331     -81.20456      239.9862      5.058412      124.7723     
            65 -1239.135     -143.7213     -6.716692     -77.92262      233.6321      4.745131      121.3190     
            66 -1228.420     -138.4068     -5.746719     -75.17229      227.5095      4.474657      117.9966     
            67 -1230.271     -132.8315     -5.199392     -72.73333      221.6233      4.237111      114.7869     
            68 -1230.279     -127.4344     -4.822192     -69.75897      215.9752      4.019629      111.6946     
            69 -1232.587     -121.9220     -4.375208     -66.75803      210.5638      3.820033      108.7320     
            70 -1231.816     -116.5951     -3.843931     -64.03566      205.3876      3.641666      105.8936     
            71 -1230.655     -111.5820     -3.492133     -61.65565      200.4359      3.482463      103.1659     
            72 -1240.686     -106.7221     -3.285778     -59.28498      195.6984      3.335373      100.5413     
            73 -1230.556     -102.1274     -2.788408     -56.58284      191.1660      3.203555      98.02684     
            74 -1224.671     -97.80101     -2.555312     -54.35416      186.8273      3.087589      95.61935     
            75 -1242.676     -93.79646     -2.602747     -52.20010      182.6694      2.975652      93.30698     
            76 -1221.913     -90.06383     -2.423037     -49.80333      178.6794      2.866585      91.09336     
            77 -1224.827     -86.67500     -2.085020     -47.63036      174.8439      2.768754      88.97892     
            78 -1223.877     -83.54163     -2.145144     -45.92556      171.1499      2.676954      86.94862     
            79 -1224.360     -80.37018     -2.181369     -43.74102      167.5928      2.583062      85.00273     
            80 -1216.329     -77.45803     -2.054077     -42.29580      164.1677      2.491147      83.13562     
            81 -1216.461     -74.63999     -1.909674     -41.02884      160.8670      2.405128      81.32736     
            82 -1219.590     -71.84667     -1.952082     -39.22677      157.6880      2.321323      79.58570     
            83 -1217.326     -69.29994     -1.722317     -37.73324      154.6250      2.241583      77.91556     
            84 -1208.074     -66.98568     -1.702209     -36.93633      151.6674      2.167266      76.29512     
            85 -1204.960     -64.85393     -1.863035     -35.93988      148.8063      2.089895      74.71361     
            86 -1212.486     -62.79464     -1.811555     -34.36544      146.0361      2.010152      73.18789     
            87 -1197.069     -61.05624     -1.531892     -33.37806      143.3484      1.937594      71.71776     
            88 -1200.950     -59.26998     -1.342465     -32.39280      140.7371      1.875217      70.29044     
            89 -1207.054     -57.18716     -1.143159     -31.13019      138.2098      1.821275      68.91190     
            90 -1204.022     -55.12002     -1.410749     -29.84234      135.7726      1.765852      67.58871     
            91 -1208.568     -53.75584     -1.293131     -28.49288      133.4099      1.707174      66.32276     
            92 -1199.583     -52.40686     -1.289343     -27.83346      131.1060      1.651131      65.10040     
            93 -1202.806     -50.86095     -1.529696     -27.22848      128.8649      1.589954      63.90548     
            94 -1199.792     -49.30663     -1.576225     -26.20628      126.6912      1.522551      62.74587     
            95 -1199.316     -47.86020     -1.543451     -25.17110      124.5825      1.454850      61.63091     
            96 -1192.981     -46.37361     -1.681621     -24.67046      122.5375      1.384861      60.54928     
            97 -1202.529     -45.03350     -1.735938     -24.19844      120.5538      1.310695      59.48876     
            98 -1201.134     -43.87226     -1.298038     -23.61783      118.6245      1.244854      58.45108     
            99 -1196.000     -42.72894     -.9459133     -23.08331      116.7451      1.196157      57.43760     
           100 -1193.117     -41.36467     -1.104402     -22.57521      114.9201      1.151662      56.44674     
           101 -1188.970     -40.08990     -1.055567     -21.90611      113.1525      1.104788      55.48144     
           102 -1191.844     -39.20676     -.9711572     -21.28362      111.4316      1.060805      54.54416     
           103 -1187.353     -38.35579     -.9610370     -20.83961      109.7484      1.018874      53.63003     
           104 -1182.623     -37.58065     -1.107444     -19.57735      108.1005      .9739849      52.75292     
           105 -1185.573     -36.67272     -1.140099     -18.58970      106.4891      .9252101      51.92465     
           106 -1192.319     -35.65127     -.9681687     -18.88900      104.9195      .8794578      51.11131     
           107 -1181.724     -34.75552     -.9804116     -18.50845      103.3916      .8371709      50.29973     
           108 -1186.438     -34.17176     -1.026308     -17.45993      101.8958      .7936223      49.51917     
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           109 -1199.872     -33.28027     -.9290356     -17.02904      100.4320      .7511886      48.77071     
           110 -1188.594     -32.43866     -.9026078     -16.96322      99.00581      .7114394      48.03303     
           111 -1179.076     -31.71388     -1.017675     -16.18233      97.61361      .6697666      47.31372     
           112 -1182.215     -30.66168     -.9334908     -15.89610      96.25997      .6274236      46.61758     
           113 -1180.092     -29.68911     -.8826723     -16.25654      94.95028      .5880103      45.91982     
           114 -1187.398     -29.09322     -.9129155     -15.74467      93.67462      .5490436      45.22535     
           115 -1177.059     -28.75610     -1.009828     -14.67370      92.41921      .5073174      44.56523     
           116 -1174.586     -28.25669     -.9648259     -14.49814      91.18195      .4644646      43.93216     
           117 -1183.997     -27.73846     -.9766050     -14.75480      89.96678      .4223329      43.29733     
           118 -1167.828     -27.23595     -1.118851     -14.37880      88.77376      .3768586      42.66509     
           119 -1173.520     -26.52897     -1.165315     -13.72234      87.60698      .3272890      42.05526     
           120 -1169.221     -25.98087     -.8165336     -13.67054      86.46745      .2842801      41.46079     
           121 -1175.950     -25.32296     -.5975554     -13.33578      85.35408      .2535924      40.87472     
           122 -1171.817     -24.59286     -.8683287     -12.00767      84.27084      .2217807      40.32473     
           123 -1179.774     -24.14219     -.8897683     -11.37691      83.21322      .1836276      39.81725     
           124 -1171.686     -23.78949     -.2847956     -11.95205      82.17304      .1581379      39.31098     
           125 -1164.672     -23.16276     -.2341293     -11.92169      81.15411      .1468765      38.79289     
           126 -1174.168     -22.62722     -.9565273     -11.68826      80.16040      .1210376      38.28052     
           127 -1169.698     -22.20212     -.9646375     -11.90825      79.18754      .7934567E-01  37.76844     
           128 -1175.490     -21.84364     -.6305303     -11.79718      77.75765      .3104493E-01  36.99799     
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APPENDIX  H HALFWAVE  ARCHIVE  DEFINITION 
 
Each ASCII file is a continuous data stream representing the acquisition for one complete flight. 
Each line of the ASCII file contains 1549 data values, namely the fiducial [F], and for each of 
the four components  [T, X, Y, and Z], the primary electromagnetic field [PEM], the powerline 
monitor [PLM], the earth’s field monitor (ambient electromagnetic noise) [EFM] and the 384 
waveform points stored in that order. The four waveform components are: 

 T - PEMT, PLMT, EFMT and the amplitude of the transmitted electromagnetic field 
[T1…T384] 
X - PEMX, PLMX, EFMX and the amplitude of the secondary electromagnetic field as seen 
by the X coil [X1…X384] 
Y - PEMY, PLMY, EFMY and the amplitude of the secondary electromagnetic field as seen 
by the Y coil [Y1…Y384] 
Z - PEMZ, PLMZ, EFMZ and the amplitude of the secondary electromagnetic field as seen 
by the Z coil [Z1…Z384] 

 
All data values are stored in scientific format (exponential notation), as volts. The format allows 
storage of the waveform as 384 points. Depending on the base frequency, if the waveform is not 
defined by the full 384 points, then the remaining points are simply filled with zeroes. At 90 Hz 
base frequency, the waveform is defined by 128 points. The halfwave sampling rate of 4 Hz is a 
forty five-fold stack from the original sampling rate of 90 Hz.  
 
The fiducials mark the number of seconds after midnight for the day of the flight. Each fiducial 
represents a 0.25 second sample. As such, although the fiducials repeat for four lines of data, 
they actually increment by 0.25 seconds. For example, the second occurrence of fiducial 74087 
is actually 74087.25 seconds, the third is 74087.50 seconds and the fourth is 74087.75 seconds.  
 

The following table illustrates the ASCII data structure: 

column 
1 2 3 4 5  388 389 390 391 392  775 

F PEMT PLMT EFMT T1 … T384 PEMX PLMX EFMX X1 … X384
 volts 

74087 1.0012530E+00 9.7377970E-04 6.5032010E-04    9.9598440E-01 1.7564380E-03 -3.3043160E-03    
74087 1.0012400E+00 8.6172720E-05 7.1580250E-04    9.9651290E-01 1.7200990E-03 -6.0959600E-02    
74087 1.0012840E+00 8.7328300E-05 7.0525570E-04    9.9891420E-01 1.6912790E-03 -8.5706660E-02    
74087 1.0011300E+00 9.2401830E-05 7.4590280E-04    1.0005320E+00 2.5104030E-03 -4.9193540E-02    

column 
776 777 778 779  1162 1163 1164 1165 1166  1549 

PEMY PLMY EFMY Y1 … Y384 PEMZ PLMZ EFMZ Z1 … Z384
volts 

-1.4667880E+00 1.9064400E-03 1.9168430E-01    1.0075570E+00 1.3699210E-03 -6.2297300E-03    
-1.4890710E+00 4.5591580E-03 -2.0755340E-03    1.0058710E+00 1.4081860E-03 7.7472150E-03    
-1.3149210E+00 1.9930260E-03 -1.6909430E-01    1.0018460E+00 1.5687660E-03 9.7720830E-03    

 

-1.0673150E+00 1.8790290E-03 -1.8799610E-01    9.9887660E-01 1.7389310E-03 -5.1124900E-03    
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